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Two- and three-seater sofa.
The Kiori series also includes an armchair and a screen available in two heights.

Structure: natural sassafras heartwood, seat frame in AISI 316 stainless steel provided with elastic belts. Plastic spacers.
Structure upholstery: fixed, woven by hand with Conwood, strips of ash wood Abonos™ coupled with a cork support that makes them elastic
yet resistant.

Seat cushion: removable, in polyester fiber, stress resistant polyurethane insert, fixed foam cover in waterproofed polyester.
Back cushion: removable, in polyester fiber, stress resistant polyurethane insert, fixed foam cover in waterproofed polyester.
Seat and back cushions upholstery:  removable and available in the fabrics Luz, Rope T, Brio, Thea or Wara.

Notes:
Conwood is a Paola Lenti’s exclusive material that is produced in a thickness suitable to allow the manual weaving of Kiori seating and screens.
This material guarantees good mechanical resistance but, if subjected to anomalous and repetitive stress, can crack or split, compromising this
way not only the aesthetic appearance of the product, but also its functionality. Traction, excessive pressure and torsion movements, especially
if performed on the individual strips, are to be absolutely avoided in order to prevent damages that could be irreversible and unrepairable.

The sassafras wood and the strips of ash wood Abonos™ are treated to be water and oil-repellent with waterbased products that limit the
absorption of liquids and greasy substances.

Abonos™ is a wood of fluvial origin characterized by a thousand-year permanence in the water, where it was transformed through the action of
sediments such as gravel, sand and clay. The series of chemical mutations, to which it has been subjected by nature has made each trunk a
unique piece, in colour and design, without this affecting its structural qualities of hardness and resistance.
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This product can be used also in interior environments.

We advise to use a Winter Set protection cover.


